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THE EVOLVING GAME

I recently taught the new USSF National C License 
coaching course, and my experience was very close to 
the candidates. The course was just the second C 
License taught in the country since the new curriculum 
was unveiled. 

The new environment was challenging but extremely 
valuable. The new C License created a concentrated 
week of learning and pushing candidates and instructors 
beyond their comfort zones. Those of us in attendance 
were able to take in a new holistic approach to learning 
and teaching soccer.

There will be new pathways attached to the US Soccer 
curriculum as well. After the USSF National B License, 
there will be a National Youth A License offered as well as 
a National Senior A License. There is also a new Pro 
License course. The length of time to take the Youth A 
License will be over five to six months with four meetings. 
The B License will be over four to five months with three 
meetings and the C License over three months with two 
meetings.

There will also be changes to the waiver system for C 
candidates. Waivers will only be granted to applicants 
who have played three years for a Division One 
professional team—for example, Major League Soccer, 
La Liga or the Barclays Premier League—and have 
coached for at least three years. 

Applicants for the B License, after taking the C License, 
must be coaching in the appropriate soccer environment, 
such as at an academy, a high performing club or in the 
Olympic Development Program, to take the B License. 
The B License requires a comprehensive application from 
all interested candidates. The application must be 
submitted through the US Soccer Digital Coaching 
Center. A review of qualifications will determine who is 
accepted into the B License.

New terminology is prevalent within the C License as 
candidates complete their training sessions in four 
phases: the warm-up phase, orientation phase, learning 
phase and implementation phase. Team attacking 

principles and defending principles are also 
changed but in some instances only in 
terminology.  The C License also 
incorporates periodization plans, team 
meetings, measures to improve your club 
and coaching environment, coaching the 
11V11 game, and being a role model and 
leader.

The new C License will be very challenging to candidates 
who have little playing experience or coaching experience 
above the under-15 level. Candidates must also plan on 
attending the first and second part of the C at the same 
location after three months with no exceptions. The 
course entails extensive pre-course work and critical 
responsibilities between the practical component and the 
theoretical component of the course. All objectives must 
be met or green-lighted in order to pass. 

US Soccer has begun to get its licenses in line with the 
requirements of UEFA and making candidates more 
professional in their approach to teaching soccer. The 
challenges and changes will be difficult for many at first 
but in the long run will make all coaches accountable in 
providing quality training to a wide range of players and 
abilities within the United States.

Mike Barr
Eastern 

Pennsylvania  
Youth Soccer  

Technical Director

Outlining US Soccer’s New Coaching License Curriculum
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Game Watcher
U.S. NATIONAL TEAM SERIE A ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER

Aug. 6, 4:00PM 
USMNT v France

Aug. 9, 6:00PM 
USMNT v Columbia

Aug. 21, 2:45PM
Roma v Udinese

Aug. 28, 2:45PM
Lazio v Juventus 

Aug. 14, 11:00AM
Arsenal v Liverpool 

Aug. 20, 12:30PM
Leicester v Arsenal

Aug. 13, 7:30PM
New England v Union

Aug. 20, 7:00PM
Union v Toronto

DIGITAL COACHING CENTER (DCC)

@EPaCoachingEd
For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES



MEET THE COACH
JT Dorsey, a former professional 
soccer player with the Reading Rage 
and Harrisburg City Islanders among 
others, has joined Eastern 
Pennsylvania Youth Soccer to help 
facilitate its Outreach Program. A 
Coatesville native, JT played college 
soccer at Loyola University (MD) 
where he earned a degree in 
Elementary Education and his 
certification in Special Education.  
He is a USSF National “C” License 
coach, an Urban Soccer licensed 
coach and a certified Soccer for 
Success trainer. JT is the Executive 
Director of the JT Dorsey Foundation 
and an Excellence in Education 
Award winner.  
He will help Eastern Pennsylvania 
Youth Soccer fulfill its mission to 
promote and facilitate the game of 
soccer for all youth at all levels of 
play in our communities.  
How did you get started in 
soccer?  
I started playing soccer in third 
grade. I was asked to play soccer by 
teacher who saw me at field day. I 
played until I was 13 for a low level 
travel team. We started to get better 
so it became more expensive. My 
mom told me that she couldn’t pay 
for this anymore and travel around to 
tournaments and games. We didn’t 
have the money to support that. I 
was fortunate to have my best 
friend’s family tell my mother that 
they would help transport me and to 
help pay for me to play.  
What have been some of the 
highlights of your career as a 
player, coach and administrator?  
I think just being able to play 
professional soccer was the highlight 
as a player. Not many people can 

say they were 
able to get paid 
to play the 
game they 
love.  
As a coach, I 
get new 
highlights every 

day. When I get to see the smiles on 
the kids’ faces from playing the 
game of soccer, it’s very rewarding. I 
get to use the game to help change 
lives in a positive way and not by just 
winning championships or 
tournaments. As an administrator, to 
see your vision go from 12 kids in 
2006 to over 921 kids in 2016 is a 
huge accomplishment for me. These 
are kids who are in non-traditional 
soccer areas or under-served soccer 
areas. We are lucky enough to have 
great coaches and community 
partners that help us keep that 
mission alive and growing.   
What inspired you to start the JT 
Dorsey Foundation and could 
provide some background on it?  
I knew the game had given me so 
much. I got to travel, meet a ton of 
great people, even secure good 
employment, which helps my family. 
I wanted to give back to the game 
more than just on the field. I wanted 
to have an impact off the field. My 
mentor at the time talked to me 
about mixing my two passions, 
which are soccer and education. I 
wanted to use the game to educate 
kids. Who wouldn’t want to learn 
through play?  
Do you have a specific goal in 
mind with the foundation? If so, 
what is it?  
I want to see kids in under-resourced 
areas play the game. We want to 
help make sustainable programs in 
those areas and allow kids access to 
solid coaches and mentors who will 
use soccer for social change.  How 
has your experience altered the way 
you saw things at the beginning?  
We have kept to our mission to use 
the game to help people. We’ve 
helped people in many ways by 
using the resources of the game of 
soccer.  
Where did the idea for the Cedar 
Cup come from?  
It started from the principal of 
Harding Elementary School in 
Lebanon. She loved soccer and 

wanted to provide an opportunity for 
her students to play the game. The 
students from her school did not 
have access to the game or the 
funds to play the game. She 
received support from the 
superintendent. She put a line item 
in her budget to provide the program 
for her students to have before 
school and after school soccer. The 
response was fantastic. The kids 
wanted to play “someone else.” So 
the principal spoke with the principal 
of Northwest Elementary and we 
decided to create the tournament 
between the two schools. Now it’s 
been eight years running and the 
kids love it. The cool thing is that 
there are kids who have come 
through the program that are actually 
playing for the middle school and 
high school teams in the Lebanon 
School district.  
What other soccer events does 
your foundation run?  
We do many family festivals. At the 
end of each of our programs 
seasons we do family engagement 
activities. We do street soccer 
events and club neutral soccer and 
goalkeeper trainings. Through 
partnerships and community support 
we get to take players in our 
programs to Philadelphia Union 
games as well.     
How have the kids responded?  
The kids and parents have loved the 
events. The events are to raise 
awareness and love for the game by 
incorporating a lot of fun into each 
event. 

JT Dorsey, JT Dorsey Foundation Founder



This design embodies the spirit of U.S. Soccer, but it also transcends 
our teams and the game. It’s uniquely and unmistakably American. 
The crest finds its strength in its simplicity:

• A crest with 13 vertical stripes of red and white under a blue 
field is a traditional American style.

• Seven red and 6 white stripes come directly from our flag, 
demonstrating that the crest is rooted in the history of our 
nation.

• Uses the traditional field of blue to celebrate the three most 
important letters in the vocabulary of our fans, from stadiums 
to watch parties to the local bar – U.S.A.

• The colors stay true to our nation’s colors with the red and 
blue drawn straight from the flag.

• Notably, the new identity no longer features stars or a ball. In 
soccer tradition, stars are placed above the logo to represent 
World Cup victories. The WNT crest will prominently feature 
the three stars earned in 1991, 1999 and most recently, the 
historic 2015 victory.

The new crest also does not include the soccer ball that has been 
featured in the past two iterations. Symbolically, the Federation 
represents the sport and our country both on and off of the field. 

NEW CREST

The players might complain, but we as fans certainly won’t. There is virtually no 
offseason in soccer and as we dip into August, European leagues are mere weeks away 
from beginning again. As always, England seems to produce most of the headlines. 
That’s no different this year as both Manchester clubs welcome all-star managers to the 
bench. Manchester City brought on Pep Guardiola, previously with Bayern Munich and 
Barcelona, to see if they can reclaim the Barclays Premier League title for the third time 
since 2012.
Manchester United, on other hand, ended months of speculation by bringing on the 
mercurial Jose Mourinho, who ran afoul at Chelsea last fall. Mourinho isn’t the only big 
name to join the Red Devils. United also added Zlatan Ibrahimovic who moves to England following a 
successful run at Paris Saint-Germain in France. Then there’s Paul Pogba, perhaps 
the best 23-year-old player in the world, who is on the brink of signing a record 
transfer deal to head to Manchester. All eyes will be on the Red Devils in the early 
season.
Fans of other teams will have plenty to pay attention to as well. Liverpool supporters 
will get a full season of Jurgen Klopp, while the Arsenal faithful will wonder if this is 
the year Arsene Wenger can return the Gunners to the top of the Premiership.
Of course, everyone is still looking at Leicester City. The Foxes shocked the world in 
winning the title last season. Can they pull a miraculous double? You’ll have to tune 
in. The season kicks off Saturday, August 13.

Dillon Friday
Sports Journalist

Eastern Pennsylvania 
Youth Soccer  

Marketing Coordinator

English Premier League 



Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Aug 04, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: WEEK 1 FOR U8-DRIBBLING WITH THE HEAD UP

Goal

To develop players to dribble with their head up for the purpose of penetration or keeping possession.To develop
perception and awareness.

The Network

8 Players

balls/cones

Intensity: 3

12:00 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Running with the ball using pinky toe or
laces.Turning the ball with the inside or
outside of the foot. 
Description
Place different colored cones if available.
Each player starts at a cone. Starting cone
is called "home". Ask players to move from
cone to cone in a variety of ways. At first
try the activity without the ball. Consider
the following movement actions: A) Run and
touch a cone. See how many they can touch
before "home" is called. B) Run and hop over
a cone with two feet. C) Run and touch a
cone with their hand. Then add a ball.

Freeze Tag

12 Players

Cones and a ball for each
player.

Intensity: 5

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Keep the head up while dribblingTurn the
ball with the inside or outside of the foot.
Note: U6's will primarily use the inside.
Introduce teamwork
Description
Make a playing area with cones. Each player
has a ball. The coach is "it". Players
dribble their soccer ball and try to stay
away from being tagged. If tagged, they are
frozen. Frozen player has to stand and hold
their ball above their head and spreads
their legs apart. To get unfrozen, someone
has to pass the ball under a frozen player's
legs.Variations: A) Coach and the first

Small-sided game to an end zone (first to three)  2v2-4v4

10 Players

Cones, minimum of three
soccer balls per field.

Intensity: 7

00:12 min
(6 x 01:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Dribbling to beat an opponent.Dribbling to
turn the ball away from an opponent to keep
possession.
Description
Create a rectangular shaped field with an
end zone on both ends. Place a ball in each
end zone. Start with a game ball. When a
team dribbles the ball into the other team's
end zone, they then get a ball from their
defensive end zone and try again. The first
team to get all three balls into one end
zone wins. Note: Only one ball is in play at
a time. 

4v4 to small goals

10 Players

Cones, balls, small goals

Intensity: 7

00:16 min
(4 x 03:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Application of technique"Diamond Shape"
while on attack
Description
Two teams play 4v4 against each other. Field
Dimensions: U6: Approximately 30 yards long
by 20 yards wide; U8: Approximately 35 yards
long by 25 yards wide. No goalkeepers. 
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Created by Gary Stephenson Last Update: Apr 13, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: TO IMPROVE THE ROLE OF THE #6 & #8 WHILST IN POSSESSION

Goal

               Examining the roles and responsibilities of the #s 6, and 8 within the 1-4-3-3 system in
build-up, support, possession, rotation and balance in width and depth in the attacking half. Through the progression of
the exercises roles will be reinforced and understood. U12s play in a 3-2-3 formation; with 6 and 8 in the midfield. 

Warm up - #6 & #8 in possession

12 v 24

balls

Intensity: 5

14:00 min
(2 x 06:00 min, 02:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
                 Coaching points- #s 6 or
8 providing adequate depth, moving from side
to side in support, playing diagonal balls
to forwards inside the 18 or flighted air
ball to opposite forward. Double passes and
combining with the #9 and #10. Does the # 6
or # 8 in proper position to maintain
possession and in the proper position to
create a goal scoring opportunity.  
Description
Use of half the field #s 11, 9, 10, 7 and
6 on one quarter of the field, #s 11, 9,
7, 10 and 8 on the other quarter field. Ball

Stage II - Possession #6 & #8

12 v 24

cones, vests, balls

Intensity: 8

24:00 min
(5 x 04:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
                 Spacing in depth and width,
runs in support by #s 6 and #8, first
touch to retain possession, decision making
of #s 6 and 8. Disguising of passes by 6
and 8 in order to retain possession, teams
should play at pace  
Description
               Field Dimension, top of
the 18 to ten yards from midfield, attacking
team limited to two touches, after five
successful passes in a row they can play a
ball into the opposite keeper or continue to
possess. Defensive team- unlimited touch

Stage III - #6 & #8 in possession

12 v 24

goal, vests, balls, cones

Intensity: 7

24:00 min
(5 x 04:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
               Is there rotation from the #6
and # 8 in support, providing proper depth
in support of the forwards, decision making
in possessing or going to goal, determining
whether #6 or #8 supports in attack or
provides depth, Communication of the #6 and
#8.
Description
               6V6 (5V5 U 12) half field to
goal, two target players for defense on wide
on top of the 18, 3-3 (2-3 U12) formation
attacking team, 1-4-1 (1-3-1 U12)
formation defensive team, ARs, play throw

Stage IV - #6 & #8 in possession

22 v 24

goals, vest, balls

Intensity: 6

30:00 min
(2 x 14:00 min, 02:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
                 Connection of #s 6 and
#8 with forwards, roles in transition (go
forward or possess, Movement of #s 6 and
8 side to side, Recognition of depth support
based on ball position in the attacking half
or penetration.  
Description
                 11V 11 or 9V9 for U12 Play
rules of the game, ARs  
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Created by U.S. Soccer Last Update: Aug 05, 2016

TRAINING SESSION: EXAMPLE OF A 4 STAGE TRAINING SESSION

Goal

Improve the build up from the defensive third with the involvement of #6

Stage 1 - Warm up: 4v2

4 v 2

Intensity: 5

15:00 min
(6 x 02:00 min, 00:30 min rest)

Coaching Points
Attacking Team Tactical PrincipleThe blue
players without the ball must give three
options of passing to the one with the
ballPlay through the defenders when
possible.Technical execution:Passing,
receiving the ball.
Description
4 vs 2 possession game. Dimension of the
space according to the age and level of the
player.To make the game more intense (second
part of warm up) we can put some competition
rules as:a) blue team score a point each 5
passes in a row;b) blue team scores 3 points
if they make a through pass between the two

Stage 2 Orientation phase: 5 v 3

5 v 3

Intensity: 7

20:00 min
(4 x 04:00 min, 01:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Attacking Team Tactical Principlescreate
time and distance (to opponent) for yourself
to control and pass the ball (example 2 in
exercise)move in a way that you open two or
more passing lines for the ball carrierno.
6: open passing lines and try to receive the
ball when you can see the length of the
field ("open up" in order to pass forward
with one touch or maximal two touches).
Other players: "look" for the passing line
to no. 6Defending is conditional. Focus is
on attacking. When the attackers score too
many "goals", start coaching the defenders
and / or change the width - depth and / or
ad a defender

Stage 3   Build up out of the defensive third

7 v 6

Intensity: 8

30:00 min
(3 x 08:00 min, 03:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Team Tactical PrinciplesSpread outCreate
open passing lines (especially #6) and
triangulatePass forward when possible.Use
guided coaching, examples and freeze moments
when necessary in order to help players find
the possible solutions. Opponent is
conditional: when they cannot press the
building up (concede a lot of goals) you
have to think about coaching the defenders
in order to challenge the attacking team and
/ or change the width - depth and maybe the
numbers.Technical execution.
Description
7 (including GK) vs 6. The team with 7

Stage 4 -  9v9

9 v 9

Intensity: 8

22:00 min
(2 x 10:00 min, 02:00 min rest)

Coaching Points
Attacking Team Tactical Principles#4 and 5#
should exploit the 2v1 against #9 in order
to get 10 out of position#6 must open
his/her position in order to receive the
ball#2 and 3# must move on the flank in
order to create free space for #6 and
further passing options.
Description
9 vs 9 game (or any number from 7v7 to 11 v
11 according with the player availability).
The blue team plays #6 as a single holding
midfielder in order to implement in a
realistic game the principle addressed in
the previous exercise.The coach must putPAGE 1/1


